**PURPOSE:** Cost is one of many factors that motivate breast reconstruction decisions. Over the past several years, the number of post-mastectomy reconstructions performed have rapidly increased and a shift from autologous to implant-based reconstructions has occurred. There is a federal mandate for breast reconstruction since the passage of the Women's Health and Cancer Right Acts in 1998, however access to all types of reconstructive options is not ubiquitous. This study compared both charge and cost for autologous and implant-based reconstructions. We also assessed whether patients' financial factors, including insurance type and median income, were associated with either type of reconstruction.

**METHODS:** The Nationwide Readmission Database (NRD) for 2013 was queried for all patients undergoing mastectomy for ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) or invasive breast cancer with reconstruction. Patients with autologous reconstruction were compared to patients reconstructed with a tissue expander or implant. Various patient characteristics were compared using Chi-squared for categorical variables or student's t-test for continuous variables.

**RESULTS:** A total of 13,728 patients underwent post-mastectomy reconstruction, 4,175 (30.4%) autologous and 9,554 (69.5%) implant-based reconstructions. Both the mean hospital cost (\$22,827 vs \$19,296) and charge (\$83,927 vs \$73,263) were greater for autologous compared to implant-based reconstructions. The mean cost-charge ratio for autologous reconstructions was 3.68 vs 3.79 for implant-based reconstruction. Neither insurance type nor median income quartile was independently associated with either type of breast reconstruction. Regarding outcomes, implant-based reconstruction was associated with a lower readmission rate (1.1% versus 2.9%, p=0.01). Increased age and comorbidities were found to be associated with autologous reconstructions.

**CONCLUSIONS:** Autologous reconstructions were more expensive than implant-based reconstructions. Despite this difference in cost, neither insurance type nor median household income was independently associated with either reconstruction type. This is unlike older studies from the 1990s-2000s, which found that private insurance and higher median income were predictors for autologous reconstruction. Although median cost and charge was greater for autologous breast reconstruction, the cost-charge ratio for implant-based reconstructions was greater than autologous. This corresponds with the decreased Medicare reimbursement for autologous reconstructions compared to implant-based, despite the longer operating room time and increased technical difficulty associated with autologous reconstruction. This difference in cost-charge ratio across insurance types may drive reconstruction type moreso than patients' personal financial factors.
